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Foreword

by Morné du Plessis
Chief Executive:
WWF South Africa

This snapshot report provides an overview of the status of South Africa’s fishing
industry and the marine environment within which it operates. It highlights some of
the significant challenges facing our marine ecosystems and the associated socioeconomic and cultural systems which rely on these resources for their wellbeing.
The report provides a clear picture of the precarious state in which we find ourselves
after decades of mismanaging our marine systems. It underscores WWF’s drive to
promote an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF), recognising the critical role
that marine ecosystems play in maintaining resilient socio-cultural systems in the
face of growing threats of climate change and food security.
We have not attempted to provide a comprehensive assessment of every issue, but
have rather tried to provide a broad view which highlights the areas of concern and
showcases some of the best-practice solutions that we will need to implement in
order to meet humanity’s growing demands on our marine ecosystem. This is clearly
one of the key challenges of the 21st century.
The information in this report has been collated from diverse and reliable sources
and is intended to catalyse collaboration and act as a marker against which we can
measure our progress in years to come.

Morné du Plessis
Chief Executive: WWF South Africa
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THe ConTeXT

“All our natural living
marine resources and
our marine environment
belong to all the people of South Africa.”
Marine Living Resources Act, 1998

South Africa is a nation largely defined by the characteristics of its oceans. The
confluence of two great currents, the cold Benguela Current on the west coast and
the warm Agulhas Current on the east coast, contributes to the high levels of marine
biodiversity and species endemicity found within the region. Boasting a coastline
that stretches over 3000km from the cool temperate waters of the southeast Atlantic
Ocean to the subtropical Indian Ocean bordering Mozambique, South Africa’s
oceans support diverse artisanal and commercial fisheries. The upwelling of cold,
nutrient-rich waters along the west coast contributes to the productivity of this
area, supporting vast commercial fisheries for many valuable fish and invertebrate
species, while the warmer, less productive waters of the east coast support several
smaller fisheries. The long-term sustainability of marine resources through
responsible and collaborative management no doubt plays an essential role in the
social and economic wellbeing of South Africa’s coastal people. In the past, fisheries

“HoliSTiC
environMenTAl
MAnAGeMenT
STrATeGieS And
More SuSTAinABle
FiSHinG prACTiCeS
Are BeinG
eMployed To
enSure preSenT
And FuTure
GenerATionS Are
ABle To MeeT THeir
needS.”

have been managed on the basis of a so-called single species approach to fisheries
management, which only considered the species being harvested in the management
with no consideration for any other effect the fishing activity had. This strategy
has failed us. Holistic environmental management strategies and more sustainable
fishing practices are being employed to ensure present and future generations are
able to meet their needs.
In contrast to the previous single species approach to fisheries management, the
holistic approach - an Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) - was adopted.
An EAF takes into consideration that all marine organisms and processes are
interconnected and that alterations in these processes are not easily recognised
and difficult to restore once they are disrupted. An EAF aims to “balance

diverse societal objectives, by taking into account the knowledge and
uncertainties about biotic, abiotic and human components of ecosystems and
their interactions and applying an integrated approach to fisheries within
ecologically meaningful boundaries” (FAO 2003).
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Tracking tool to examine progress toward implementation of an
Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) in South Africa

The Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries management utilises the following
objectives as a tracking tool to evaluate fisheries:
• There is a good understanding of the ecosystem impacts of the fisheries and
impacts are included in management advice;
• The social wellbeing of dependent fishing communities is accounted for in
the management advice;
• The economic wellbeing of the fishing industry is maintained;
• The managing authority has transparent and participatory management
structures;
• Management plans incorporate EAF considerations;
• Compliance to regulations reduces the ecosystem impacts of the fishery;
• Sufficient capacity, skills, equipment and funding exist to support
EAF implementation;
• Good scientific data collection procedures exist to support EAF
implementation;
• External impacts of the fishery are addressed (e.g. climate change, other
industries)
Source: WWF South Africa Report Series (2010).

Earth’s annual biocapacity is
currently exceeded by 50%,
meaning it takes 1,5 years
to generate the renewable
resources used in a year.

2=

THe nuMBer oF eArTHS
we’ll need By 2030

GloBAl FACTS
• over uS$102 Billion in MArine reSourCeS were TrAded in 2008.
• 81% oF FiSH produCTS Are ConSuMed By HuMAnS, THe reST Are uSed For non-Food purpoSeS.
in 2007 More THAn 1.5 Billion people derived 20% oF THeir AniMAl proTein inTAke FroM FiSH.
• In 2008 the average individuAl ConSuMpTion oF FiSH wAS 17.2kG. GloBAl produCTion FroM MArine
wild-CApTure FiSHerieS peAked AT 86.3 Million TonneS in 1996. THiS deClined To 79.5 Million
TonneS in 2008.
• Seven oF THe Top 10 wild-CApTure SpeCieS – ACCounTinG For over 30% oF THe GloBAl CATCH –
Are ConSidered Fully eXploiTed wiTH 1 overeXploiTed And 1 undereXploiTed (FAo 2010).
• 63% oF ASSeSSed FiSH SToCkS require reBuildinG.
Sources: FAO 2010 & Worm et al. 2009
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GloBAl TrendS
CoMBined wiTH THe
iMpACT oF inCreASinG
Food priCeS And GloBAl
eConoMiC CriSiS,
HundredS oF MillionS
oF people worldwide
Are now FACed wiTH
inCreASed unCerTAinTy
And Food SHorTAGeS

Figure 1:

With a global population nearing
6.9 billion people, humankind is
having an unprecedented impact on
Earth’s natural resources.

The consequences of continued unchecked consumption include threats to global
food and water security, economic wellbeing and environmental health. Combined
with the impact of increasing food prices and global economic crises, hundreds of
millions of people worldwide are now faced with increased uncertainty and food
shortages (FAO 2010). Fisheries and aquaculture have traditionally been regarded
as part of the solution to this global dilemma with billions of consumers deriving
affordable, high-quality protein from these sectors while providing a source of
employment and livelihood for millions (FAO 2010).
Following advances in fishing technology during the last half-century, the
proportion of over-exploited, depleted or recovering stocks have steadily
increased from 10% in 1974 to 32% in 2008. Although fully exploited stocks have
remained relatively stable at about 50% since the 1970s, there is cause for concern
regarding increasing catch trends in over-fished, depleted and recovering stocks
and decreasing catch trends in moderately and under-exploited commercial fish
stocks (FAO 2010). Widening gaps between sustainable production levels versus
real consumption rates are now recognised as a leading environmental and socioeconomic problem in the marine realm with wide-reaching impacts on the global
community (Worm et al. 2009; FAO 2010).

FACT: STATuS oF GloBAl FiSH SToCkS in 2008
1%
reCoverinG FroM
depleTion

3%
undereXploiTed
3%
depleTed
12%
ModerATely eXploiTed

28%
over FiSHed
53%
Fully FiSHed

Source: FAO World Review Fisheries and Aquaculture (2010).
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Figure 2:

FACT: CoMMerCiAlly HArveSTed GloBAl MArine SToCkS 1970-2008
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Source: FAO World Review Fisheries and Aquaculture (2010).

The contribution of farmed products to international trade has grown significantly
in recent years and is now the fastest growing animal food producing sector in the
world. Worldwide, the production of aquaculture products has increased from less
than 1 million tonnes in the 1950s to 52.5 million tonnes in 2008 and comprises
over 360 species – 25 of which are considered important global trade commodities.
Although aquaculture is set to overtake capture fisheries as a source of food fish, the
finfish and crustacean aquaculture sectors are highly dependent on capture fisheries
for dietary nutrients such as fish oil and fishmeal. In 2010, nearly 85% of fish oil
purchased was used as shrimp and finfish aquaculture feed. The use of substitutes
such as soybean, cornmeal and rice bran is being investigated as sustainable
substitutes to capture fishery products (FAO 2010).

TrendS in produCTion And ConSuMpTion
The global fishing fleet is comprised of approximately 4.3 million vessels. This
fleet targets a wide diversity of marine species primarily destined for human
consumption. Over half of the global fishing fleet is comprised of oar and sail
powered vessels utilised by small-scale and artisanal fishermen primarily from
developing countries in Asia and Africa. Developing nations such as China, Vietnam
and Thailand are often exploited by distant fleets yet are rarely evaluated due to the
high costs involved in conducting stock assessments. In 2008 developing countries
accounted for 80% of fish production with 50% of this production being exported to
developed nations.
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MArine eCoSySTeMS
oF SouTHern AFriCA

The Southern African region
straddles three great oceans:
the Atlantic, Indian and
Southern oceans.

The region has a total of eight coastal states:
Angola, Democratic Republic of Congo, Mauritius,
Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa and Tanzania. The living marine
resources of the region’s waters, including migrating fish stocks, are shared
between two or more countries. Southern Africa is the home of a diverse fishing
community comprised of small-scale and industrial-scale fisheries targeting a
diverse array of species for local and international consumption. Trends for marine
harvests indicate a decline in most marine stocks since 1972 for most countries
in the Southern African region (Sherman 2003). Fishing pressures are driven
by increasing demand due to local population increases, higher consumer rates,
emergent export markets and tourism (Sherman 2003).

1.5
Million kM
2

- AreA oF THe BClMe

MAnAGeMenT oF lArGe MArine eCoSySTeMS in SouTHern AFriCA
Within the Southern African region there are several Regional Fishery Management
Organisations (RFMOs) and regional fisheries bodies delegated with managing
high seas fisheries and migratory fish stocks which straddle the waters of more
than one state. The Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) concept characterises marine
regions of the world according to ecological (rather than political or economic)
criteria. The Southern African region is defined by two LMEs: the Benguela Current
Large Marine Ecosystem (BCLME) and the Agulhas-Somali Current Large Marine
Ecosystem (ASCLME) (NOAA 2009).

Benguela Current Large Marine
Ecosystem (BCLME)

Agulhas-Somali Current Large
Marine Ecosystem (ASCLME)

The BCLME (in red) includes the
exclusive economic zones (EEZs)
of Angola, Namibia and part of the
EEZ of South Africa. It encompasses
an area of 1.5 million km2 of which
0.59% is protected. The BCLME
has a temperate climate and highly
productive ecosystem. It plays an
important role in global climate and
ocean processes (NOAA 2009).

The ASCLME (in red) includes the
waters of Mozambique and eastern
South Africa, as well as Madagascar,
the Comoros, the Seychelles,
Mauritius and La Reunion. This
dynamic and moderately productive
ecosystem is characterised by
nutrient cycling and upwelling
which plays an important role in the
dispersal of juvenile tropical fish
species (NOAA 2009).
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reCreATionAl FiSHery FACTS

1.

iT iS eSTiMATed THAT 500 000 people
pArTiCipATe in SouTH AFriCA’S
reCreATionAl FiSHery.

2.

THe vAlue oF THe reCreATionAl
FiSHery wAS eSTiMATed To Be
ZAr2.3Billion in 2003 And iS now
ConSidered To Be Around ZAr3
Billion in 2011.

3.

THe ToTAl FiSH CAuGHT wAS
eSTiMATed To Be 5600T in 2003 wiTH
THe CoMMerCiAl CATCH oF lineFiSH
BeinG eSTiMATed AT 16 000T.

A lACk oF SCienTiFiC dATA on CATCH STATiSTiCS And poST-releASe SurvivAl rATeS MAkeS iT
diFFiCulT To quAnTiFy THe iMpACT oF THe FiSHery on SouTH AFriCA’S inSHore reSourCeS.
THe lonG-TerM iMpACT oF reSourCe CoMpeTiTion BeTween AnGlerS And CoMMerCiAl
FiSHerS iS unknown.

SouTH AFriCA’S
SeCTorS

Two components are identified:
aquaculture and wild capture
fisheries.

AquACulTure
iT iS eSTiMATed in SoMe
STudieS THAT
over 850 000 people
pArTiCipATe in SouTH
AFriCA’S SHore-BASed
reCreATionAl FiSHerieS,
wiTH A ToTAl eConoMiC
iMpACT oF ZAr2,5 Billion

Aquaculture is relatively new in South Africa and is currently considered an
underdeveloped sector (DAFF Sector GDP Draft 2010). Historically focused on high
value species such as abalone, mussels and oysters, the South African government
has identified aquaculture as an area for expansion. It is estimated that South
Africa contributes about 21% to global abalone production and in 2008 South
African mariculture was comprised of abalone (1 037 tonnes), oysters (227 tonnes),
mussels (737 tonnes), prawn (11 tonnes), finfish (3 tonnes) and seaweeds (1 834
tonnes) (FAO 2010b).
The aquaculture industry will undoubtedly experience substantial regional
growth in the coming years, thus the challenges and lessons learnt globally about
sustainable and responsible aquaculture should be applied to any new aquaculture
ventures in Southern Africa.

wild CApTure
The wild capture fisheries include commercial, recreational and subsistence
fisheries, each with their own specific research and management mandates.
The commercial fishing sector can be divided into highly industrialised fisheries
- which generally operate offshore - and near-shore fisheries, which are generally
more traditional and require less capital investment (DAFF Sector GDP Draft
2010). The management and exploitation of this country’s fisheries are governed
by an overarching policy known as the Marine Living Resources Act (MLRA), first
promulgated in 1998.

The commercial fisheries of South Africa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hake inshore trawl
Hake offshore trawl
Hake longline
Hake handline
Small pelagics
South Coast rock lobster
West Coast rock lobster inshore
West Coast rock lobster offshore
Squid
Horse mackerel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patagonian toothfish
Prawn trawl
Tuna and swordfish longline
Tuna pole
Abalone
Seaweed
Demersal shark
Traditional linefish
White mussel
Gillnet and trek net fishery
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THe STATuS oF
SouTH AFriCA’S
inSHore reSourCeS

TAC
ToTAl

AllowABle
CATCH

TAe
ToTAl

AllowABle
eFForT

Many of South Africa’s inshore
marine resources are considered
overexploited or collapsed with a
few being fully exploited.

This is mainly due to the accessibility of the
resources to a wide range of marine user groups
including traditional linefishers, recreational fishers,
and inshore trawl and longline fisheries. Illegal
harvesting or poaching – which targets many of the same inshore resources –
appears to be on the rise in South Africa and will have dramatic impacts on the
economic wellbeing of traditional, commercial and recreational fishers, and on the
environment (Traffic 2010).
Full stock assessments are lacking for the majority of South Africa’s linefish
species, and existing stock assessments for other species are several years old and
considered outdated. Given the status of the inshore resources, there is an urgent
need for updated stock assessments to inform appropriate management measures
and allow for the implementation of rebuilding strategies. At the 2002 World
Summit on Sustainable Development, South Africa undertook to maintain and
rebuild fish stocks to levels able to produce maximum sustainable yields by no later
than 2015 (McLean and Glazewski 2009).
Important terms

Total Allowable Catch (TAC) is the total amount in kilograms or tonnes
permitted to be caught by the permit holder.
Total Allowable Effort (TAE) defines the amount of effort – vessels, fishermen or
hours - applied to a fishery.

weST CoAST roCk loBSTer
The commercial West Coast rock lobster (WCRL) fishery dates back to 1875 when
the first commercial processing plant was established (Stats SA 2010). The fishery
peaked in the early 1950s with an annual catch of 18 000 tonnes. Catches declined
by nearly half in the 1960s indicating that the high catches of previous years were
unsustainable. There have been a number of management measures put into place
during the history of the fishery including Total Allowable Catch (TAC), restricted
areas, closed seasons, reduced daily bag limits, minimum size limits and restricted
fishing hours during seasonal fishing days for recreational fishing licence holders.
To date the WCRL commercial fishery is the most economically important rock
lobster fishery in South Africa contributing approximately R260 million per annum.
Although considered overexploited, the 2009 assessment showed some improvement
since the last assessment in 2006. It is likely that the stock recovery of WCRL will
continue as long as permit allocations remain at the current sustainable levels
(DAFF 2010b).
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Figure 3:

FACT: THe STATuS oF CoMMerCiAl lineFiSH in SouTH AFriCA
11%
overeXploiTed:
Yellowbelly Rockcod (1998);
Elf/shad (1996);
Smoothhound shark (2007).

68%
CollApSed:
Silver kob (1999);
Dusky kob (1997);
Geelbek (1999);
Dageraad (1992);
Seventy-four (2006);
Red steenbras (1991);
White steenbras (1993);
Red stumpnose (1999);
Roman (1992);
Scotsman (2005);
Englishman (2005);
Carpenter (1999).

5%
under review:

16%
opTiMAlly eXploiTed:

White stumpnose

Soupfin shark (2007);
Snoek (1999);
Yellowtail (2001).

The above infographic illustrates the status of some commonly caught commercially
important linefish species in South Africa. Linefish stocks are assessed using
various methods such as examining trends in catch per unit effort, spawner
biomass per recruit and virtual population analysis. The status of the above
species is sourced from the date of last comprehensive stock assessment illustrated
in brackets. Species highlighted in the infographic were chosen according to the
availability of data from the Status of the Marine Resources Report (DAFF 2010).
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The status of some commercially important
inshore species
Geelbek (Actractoscion aequidens)

By 1997, Southern African geelbek spawning stocks
were thought to have collapsed and to be depleted to
approximately 3% of their unexploited populations.
However, as a result of the State of Emergency declared on
linefishery in 2000, there is indication of positive trends
in catches per unit effort (CPUE) although the fishery
remains far from recovered (DAFF 2010b).
Snoek (Thyrsites atun)

This nomadic shoaling species is the mainstay of the
linefishery in the Western Cape. Catches are subject
to seasonal and inter-annual variability dependent on
environmental parameters. The stocks are considered
optimally exploited and are assessed through catch per
unit of effort (CPUE)(DAFF 2010b).
Yellowtail (Seriola lalandi)

Yellowtail stocks are currently considered to be optimally
exploited. Yellowtail is nomadic and catches have
increased in the last two decade from the early stages of
the fishery from 1900 to 1930 (Griffiths 2000).
Chokka/squid (Loligo reynaudii)

South Africa’s chokka/squid is classed as a medium-sized
fishery and is not considered big compared to fisheries
such as hake. This fishery generates high foreign revenue
and supplies employment to approximately 500 people in
the poverty-stricken Eastern Cape. Stocks are considered
optimally exploited and the squid fishery is fairly stable
(pers comm. Mwicigi, 2011).
Poaching of commercially important inshore species
Abalone (perlemoen) (Haliotis midae)

Abalone, a slow growing and late maturing species, is a highly prized seafood
delicacy in the Far East. Catches of abalone have declined steadily since
the mid-1960s and the prognosis for the stock of abalone in South Africa is
pessimistic given the extent of illegal harvests. It is estimated that the illegal
catch of abalone exceeded the legal commercial catch by more than 10 times
during the past decade. The South African abalone is listed on the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) and despite increased
management and strengthened compliance illegal fishing remains high.
Continued levels of illegal fishing prompted a complete closure of the fishery in
2008. A partial reopening of the fishery occurred in 2010 (Joubert et al 2005;
DAFF 2010b).
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THe STATuS oF
SouTH AFriCA’S
oFFSHore
reSourCeS

Historically fishing effort in the
offshore environment has been
dependent on the capabilities of
the vessels and equipment used to
target the resources.

During the 17th century, inshore predators such
as whales, seals and seabirds were targeted by
commercial fisheries in the southern ocean. These
fisheries were at that time limited by several factors,
including the inability of vessels to travel long
distances, limiting holding space, and the lack of a
means to preserve fresh products while at sea. After
World War II, improved technology gave rise to the rich commercial offshore fishery
we see today. Improved engines, refrigeration and sonar allowed fishing vessels to
move further offshore in search of their catch, giving rise to the need for superior
regulatory systems to be put in place to govern marine resources in the open seas
(Hutchings et al 2009).
Throughout the 1960s and early ‘70s, intense foreign fishing activities in South
African waters resulted in the overexploitation of several species. Relief from
international fishing pressure was achieved through the implementation of an
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) in 1977.

lonG-TerM
riGHTS

HAve Been iSSued in
22 FiSHinG SeCTorS,
wiTH over 2900 riGHTS
HolderS And 1788
veSSelS

Due to the large-scale capital investment required for many fisheries it has been
difficult for much of the South African fishing community to develop the skills
and technology required to participate in commercial fishing activities. This has
historically led to high levels of foreign fishing activities in South African waters
as developed commercial fishing nations have access to the technologies required
to pursue industrial scale fishing (DAFF Sector GDP Draft 2010). However, in
an attempt to reshape South Africa’s fishing communities, the Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) has issued rights in an attempt to “South
Africanise” our fisheries. The rights of foreign fishing vessels in South African
EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) were revoked in 2002, although there are still
some joint-venture tuna fisheries in operation (Kimakwa 2009). The allocation of
long-term rights not only encourages community involvement in fisheries and their
management, but also promotes a sense of stewardship for resources that fishers will
have access to over a seven to 10 year period. Long-term rights have been issued
in 22 fishing sectors, with over 2900 rights holders and 1788 vessels (DAFF Sector
GDP Draft 2010).
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Figure 4:

FACT: THe STATuS oF SouTH AFriCAn MArine reSourCeS
29.6%
STATuS unCerTAin:
Agulhas sole; Cape horse
mackerel; Patagonian
toothfish; white mussel;
South Atlantic swordfish;
Indian Ocean albacore;
Indian Ocean skipjack;
Atlantic yellowfin tuna.

7.4%
undereXploiTed:
Round herring; seaweeds.

48.1%
opTiMAlly eXploiTed:
Shallow-water hake; yellowtail;
oysters; anchovy; sardine;
squid; South Coast rock lobster;
prawns; kelps; South
East Atlantic skipjack; Atlantic
bigeye tuna; Indian Ocean
bigeye.

14.8%
overeXploiTed:
Deep-water hake; West Coast
rock lobster; Indian Ocean
yellowfin tuna; Southern
bluefin tuna.

Source DAFF 2010b; IOTC 2011; ICCAT 2009, CCBST 2010.

overeXploiTed

indiAn oCeAn yellowFin
TunA And SouTHern
BlueFin TunA

The above graph illustrates the status of some commercially important marine
species exploited in South Africa. The information highlighted in this graph
represents the latest available information from the Department of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries, but does not represent all of South Africa’s exploited
marine resources. The status of tuna species represented in this graph is sourced
from the latest available data from the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC),
the Commission for the conservation of Southern Bluefin tuna (CCBST) and the
International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT). Linefish
species statuses are illustrated on page 11.
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CApe HAkeS
Deep-water hake (Merluccius paradoxus) is caught by trawl, longline and handline
fisheries. Hake is primarily exported to Europe, mostly Spain, with smaller markets
in Australia and the USA where it is sold under the collective name of Cape hake.
Species-specific stock assessments are now conducted (DAFF 2010b). Hake grow
relatively slowly (a 1-meter fish is approximately 10 years old), but they are highly
fecund (can lay many eggs) so can withstand fishing pressure. Stock assessments
conducted in 2010 indicated that stocks are improving. The entire hake fishing
fleet is covered by vessel monitoring systems (Tingley et al 2008; DAFF 2010b). The
offshore and inshore hake trawl fishery is the only South African fishery certified by
the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). Ecosystem concerns include seabird bycatch
and impacts on bottom habitats. Ecosystem concerns include seabird bycatch and
impacts on bottom habitats.

deep-wATer HAke iS
CAuGHT By TrAwl,
lonGline And HAndline
FiSHerieS. HAke iS
priMArily eXporTed
To europe, MoSTly
SpAin, wiTH SMAller
MArkeTS in AuSTrAliA
And THe uSA.

There are two species of hake in South African waters: shallow-water hake
(Merluccius capensis) and deep-water hake (Merluccius paradoxus). Although
these are two separate species, there is an overlap in their distribution and they
are often caught, processed and sold under the collective name of Cape hakes.
Until 2000 both species were assessed as a single population. The current biomass
of deep-water hake is estimated to be about 15% of pristine, i.e. over-fished. The
current biomass of shallow-water hake is estimated to be about 57% pristine, i.e.
underutilised. However, because the two hake species cannot be managed separately
and because of uncertainty about the relative status of the two hake species, the
resource is regarded as fully fished. A recovery plan has been put into place for deepwater hake, and there are encouraging signs of resource recovery. Trawled deepand shallow-water hake are the only fisheries in South Africa to be certified by the
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) (DAFF b 2010).
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THe SMAll pelAGiC FiSHery
Small pelagic fish form
the foundation for the
Benguela ecosystem food
chain and are considered
a critical component of
the region.

Small pelagic fish form the foundation for the Benguela ecosystem food chain and
are considered a critical component of the region. The purse-seine fishery for small
pelagics is the largest commercial fishery in South Africa with an average landing
of 380 000 tons per annum from 1950-2005 and over 500 000 tons from 2005 2009 (Hutchings 2009). The west coast small pelagic fishery – targeting sardine
(Sardinops sagax) and horse mackerel (Trachurus trachurus) with purse-seine
nets - peaked in the early 1960s. High catches rapidly declined, and smaller net
meshes were introduced to target anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) to compensate.
It is now believed that sardine and anchovy populations fluctuate out of sync due to
environmental conditions and the availability of their main food source, plankton
(Hutchings 2009). Due to the management strategies implemented in the South
African Small Pelagic Fishery, anchovy and sardine populations stabilised, although
in the past half-decade sardines have suffered poor recruitment levels. The fishery
is now managed through limitations in the amount of effort, access rights and
vessel licensing, as well as limits on the Total Allowable Catch (TAC). There is now
a precautionary catch limit for red-eye round herring (Etrumeus whiteheadii) and
juvenile horse mackerel and sardine which are taken as bycatch in the anchovy
fishery (DAFFb 2010). Ecosystem concerns such as competition for food with
seabirds such as penguins are currently being managed through the experimental
closure of areas near important breeding colonies such as Dassen Island. A model of
penguin population dynamics is under development and will be used in conjunction
with the small pelagic operational management plan to evaluate the impact of the
fishery on penguin populations. The fishery is considered optimally exploited
(DAFFb 2010).

FACT: CoMpeTiTion For FiSH BeTween HuMAnS And SeABirdS

The African penguin and the
Cape gannet feed primarily
on sardine and anchovy, both
of which are targeted by the
commercial small pelagic
fishery in South Africa.

Good practice

ByCATCH dATA

iS uSed To ASSeSS THe
iMpACTS oF lonGline
FiSHerieS on SeABirdS,
TurTleS And SHArkS

Two endemic and vulnerable seabirds, the African penguin (Spheniscus demersus)
and the Cape gannet (Morus capensis) feed primarily on sardine and anchovy, both
of which are targeted by the commercial small pelagic fishery in South Africa. As
seabirds and fisheries overlap both in size of prey and depth of exploitation there
is intense competition between fisheries and the declining penguin and gannet
populations (Pichegru et al 2009).

Large pelagic research and monitoring through observer programmes

South Africa has had an established onboard scientific observer programme
since 1998 in the large pelagic fishery. The observer programme collects fisherydependent data to inform management strategies. Coverage is 100% for foreign
vessels and 20% for domestic fishing vessels. The programme has collected
swordfish length frequencies and biological measurements for age and growth
studies, sexual maturity ratios and dietary preferences. Genetic studies of
swordfish have shed light on the mixing aspects of populations in the boundary
regions between the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. WWF and BirdLife SA use
bycatch data collected to assess the impacts of longline fisheries on seabirds,
turtles and sharks in Southern African waters to mitigate and manage bycatch
(DAFF 2010b).
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THe lArGe pelAGiC FiSHery
Swordfish are targeted
using longline gear
which has minimal
environmental impact;
however, high levels of
bycatch of non-target
species such as sharks
are of concern

South Africa has two commercial large pelagic (open ocean) fishing sectors: the
longline, and a pole and line or rod and reel fishery. As a highly sought-after and
commercially important group of species, tuna and swordfish are managed by
Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (RFMOs). South African fishery
managers have taken a precautionary approach and limited effort to 20 swordfish
and 30 tuna directed permits. The Southern African tuna industry targets bigeye
tuna (Thunnus obesus), yellowfin tuna (Thunnus albacares), albacore/longfin tuna
(Thunnus alalunga) and southern bluefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii). Tuna - found in
open waters of all temperate and tropical waters, and the Mediterranean Sea – have
biological characteristics which vary according to species.
Swordfish were historically considered relatively resilient to fishing pressure due
to their fast growth rate, moderate age at maturity and worldwide distribution.
Recently, however, global swordfish stocks have been separated into three distinct
populations - a Mediterranean, northern and southern stock. Swordfish are targeted
using longline gear which has little environmental impacts; however, high levels of
bycatch of non-target species such as sharks are of concern (DAFF 2010b).

THe reGionAl MAnAGeMenT Body And uSeS oF lArGe pelAGiCS in
SouTH AFriCA
yellowFin TunA
STOCK: Atlantic Ocean
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BODY:
International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna
STOCK: Indian Ocean
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BODY:
Indian Ocean Tuna Commission
USES: Sushi, sashimi

SouTHern BlueFin TunA
STOCK: All Southern Ocean
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BODY:
Commission for the Conservation of
Southern Bluefin Tuna
USES: Sushi, sashimi

AlBACore/lonGFin TunA
STOCK: Atlantic Ocean
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BODY:
International Commission for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna
USES: Canning
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BiodiverSiTy And
eCoSySTeMS

The ocean varies from place to
place, supporting a variety of life
forms from microscopic plankton
to apex predators.

A habitat - or the natural environment of an organism - is determined by the
physical and chemical conditions surrounding it. The organisms occupying these
habitats have evolved and adapted to live in the specific environment where they
occur (Castro 2007). Marine ecosystems include everything from small organisms
like algae and plankton to apex predators like sharks, whales and dolphins. Unlike
terrestrial ecosystems there are few boundaries which limit organisms to specific
areas in the environment. Humans form part of this ecosystem as they remove
both prey and predators. Humans also have unintended impacts on marine
ecosystems such as pollution and habitat destruction from fisheries such as demersal
trawling which can upset the sensitive balance of marine ecosystems and food
webs (Castro 2007). The richness - or variety of life - is referred to as biological
diversity or biodiversity. In recent years there has been a growing focus on the
state of the planet’s biodiversity. Extinction – although a natural occurrence
since the beginning of life on earth – has reached an unprecedented rate due to
pollution, habitat destruction, overexploitation and other human impacts. In the
past, marine conservation efforts were concentrated on charismatic species such as
whales, dolphins and turtles. These species cannot survive in isolation, however,
and it is now recognised that microscopic worms, molluscs and plankton are vital
components ensuring the survival of the planet as we know it (Castro 2007).

MArine proTeCTed AreAS

MpAS

Are iMpleMenTed To
proTeCT eCoSySTeMS
And HABiTATS

As traditional marine management systems are failing to maintain the productivity
and biodiversity of marine ecosystems, Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are being
increasingly implemented to protect ecosystems and habitats which - amongst
other reasons - support and maintain the diversity of commercially and ecologically
important species. The term Marine Protected Area can be applied to many
different marine and coastal parks and reserves which offer protection by various
levels of restrictions on activities from the restriction of fishing – in the form
of no-take reserves - to limited fishing reserves which allow angling but restrict
commercial fishing in the area. The National Protected Area Expansion strategy
includes the implementation of offshore MPAs (Department of the Environment and
Heritage 2003).
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Good practice

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) in South Africa

In the fisheries management context, a thriving MPA must provide an
environment free from exploitation to protect a part of spawning fish stocks to
ensure recruitment success. Fisheries yields are boosted in adjacent areas via
a spill over effect of adult fish, larvae and eggs. In South Africa the benefits of
well-planned MPAs have been proven successful with linefish species such as red
roman. For South African MPAs to be successful they must have the following
characteristics:
• Be large enough;
• Represent all habitats;
• Have adequate law enforcement to control poaching;
• Meet the community’s financial income, education and recreational rights.
Adapted from Branch 1998.

20%
11%

oF THe SouTH AFriCAn
CoAST iS Covered By
MpAS

oF THe SouTH AFriCAn
CoAST ConSiSTS oF
no-TAke MpAS

0.4%
oF THe SouTH AFriCAn
eeZ iS proTeCTed By
MpAS
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inTereSTinG MpA FACTS

reeFS Are SenSiTive
MArine HABiTATS
Approximately 25% of commercially important species are reef associated,
making them directly linked to food security and job opportunities.
Overfishing, destructive fishing practices, pollution and global warming
threaten these life sustaining ecosystems.
Red roman (Chrysoblephus laticeps) is a highly resident temperate reef
fish endemic to South Africa. The Goukamma Marine Protected Area has
been successful in rehabilitating the stocks of red roman in the area. The
spill-over effect of this MPA has resulted in good catches for commercial
fishers on the outskirts of the area (Göetz et al. 2009).

© WWF-SA/ThomAS PeSchAk

ByCATCH

No fishing method is entirely
selective, catching only target
species. This unintended catch is
referred to as “bycatch”.

The incidental capture of these non-target species is estimated at 7 million tonnes
globally per year. Bycatch is considered to be one of the greatest threats to the
health of the marine environment, wasting valuable resources and causing dramatic
declines in many marine species (FAO 2010). Bycatch is often discarded overboard,
thereby impeding stock assessments and management of these species. As many
bycatch species are top marine predators, the unmonitored and uncontrolled
discarding of these animals can have major knock-on impacts on marine
ecosystems. The wasteful practice of discarding unwanted species is contributing to
the global problem of overfishing and declining marine ecosystem health, as well as
endangering food security in poorer countries (FAO 2010).

SeABirdS

85%

reduCTion in SeABird
MorTAliTy in THe pelAGiC
lonGline SeCTor over
THe lAST deCAde
Good practice

Globally, approximately 300 000 seabirds are killed annually due to unsustainable
fishing practices (BirdLife International). Demersal and pelagic longline fisheries are
considered the most dangerous types of fisheries for seabirds, while trawl fisheries
also capture seabirds. It is estimated that 27% of seabird species, including 17
albatross species, are threatened with extinction because of fishing. In South Africa’s
longline fisheries, fishers are required to set their lines at night since seabirds feed
during the day. A “bird scaring device” or “tori line” is also employed in longline and
trawl fisheries in South Africa. The weighting of fishing lines to increase line sink
rates, reduced deck lighting and discarding of offal on the opposite side of the vessel
from hauling also reduce seabird bycatch. A precautionary catch limit of 25 seabirds
per year has been implemented in the tuna longline industry (Melvin et al 2008).

Comparative estimates of annual Seabird bycatch statistics from the
South African pelagic longline industry operating in the Benguela
Current Large Marine Ecosystem.
Seabirds

2000 – 2005

2006 – 2010

Albatross

153

32

Petrels

44

1

Cape gannets

-

0
1

Shearwater
TOTAL

197

34

With bycatch mitigation measures in place there has been an 85% reduction in
seabird mortality in the South African longline fishing sector in recent years.
(Petersen et al 2007; ATF Annual Report 2010).
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SeA TurTleS

6 oF 7

SeA TurTle SpeCieS Are
endAnGered

Turtles are particularly susceptible to capture due to their slow movement and their
need to surface to breathe. Turtles drown when attempting to eat bait from longlines
and by becoming entangled in nets in the trawl fishery. Because of their slow growth
rates, late sexual maturity, low reproduction rates, and broad-scale migration
patterns six of seven sea turtle species are endangered or critically endangered
with the seventh species listed as data deficient (IUCN 2010). In South Africa, sea
turtles constitute a portion of bycatch in the tuna and swordfish longline fishery.
The possible impact on the critically endangered leatherback and the endangered
loggerhead turtle populations is difficult to evaluate (Petersen et al 2008).

SHArkS

SHArk SpeCieS

Are eXTreMely
SuSCepTiBle To
overeXploiTATion

Sharks are taken as bycatch in most marine fisheries around the world. Many shark
species are slow growing, display late sexual maturity and give birth to few young
at a time, making them extremely susceptible to overexploitation. Sharks now
represent the greatest percentage of threatened marine species on the IUCN Red List
of threatened species. In South Africa sharks are primarily taken as bycatch in the
pelagic longline, inshore handline, demersal longline, trawl and trek net fisheries.
As apex predators, the unmitigated and unmanaged capture and discarding of
sharks can have long-term consequences on ecosystem equilibrium and health.

FinFiSH

THe TrAwl And
lonGline induSTrieS
CATCH A nuMBer oF
unTArGeTed FinFiSH

The trawl and longline industries catch a number of untargeted finfish. In some case
these are discarded at sea. DAFF has recently implemented a number of bycatch
management measures, including precautionary catch limits in the commercial hake
longline and trawl industry for kingklip and monk and a seasonal closed area to
protect the spawning grounds for kingklip (Tingley et al 2007). To mitigate finfish
bycatch in these fisheries, longline permit conditions stipulate minimum hook
sizes. The trawl industry regulates net mesh size to reduce bycatch. There are still a
number of outstanding challenges which require addressing for example managing
the inshore trawl fishery as a multispecies fishery by putting management in place
for some of the species and those that cannot be managed looking into closed areas
to protect them.
How you can help with bycatch

WWF’s international competition to reduce bycatch in the global fishing
sector, Smart Gear, brings together the fishing industry, research institutes,
universities, and government to inspire and reward practical, innovative fishing
gear designs that reduce bycatch. The competition is open to eligible entrants
from any background, including fishermen, professional gear manufacturers,
teachers, students, engineers, scientists and backyard inventors. WWF offers
more than US$50 000 in prize money to attract innovative ideas that may
prove to be a valuable solution to some of the most pressing bycatch problems
in fisheries around the globe. Visit the WWF Smart Gear Competition
website (http://www.smartgear.org/about_smargear) for information on the
competition.
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THe eConoMiCS oF
FiSHerieS
riSinG deMAnd For FiSH
And FiSH produCTS,
Coupled wiTH A GrowinG
HuMAn populATion,
HAS plACed inCreASinG
preSSure on FiSH
reSourCeS And THe
FiSHerieS THeMSelveS

eConoMiC STATuS oF THe GloBAl FiSHery

The economic performance of the global marine fishery
is determined by the quantity of fish caught, the price
of fish, harvesting costs, and the biological productivity
of fisheries (The World Bank 2009). Rising demand for
fish and fish products, coupled with a growing human
population, has placed increasing pressure on fish
resources and the fisheries themselves (i.e., meeting market demand in the face of
declining economically valuable fish stocks).
Although the total value of the global marine fishery was estimated at US$78.8 billion
in 2007, the World Bank estimates the lost economic benefits of fisheries at
US$50 billion per annum. This loss represents the difference in potential versus
actual net economic benefits from global marine fisheries due to poor governance,
subsidies within the fishing sector and the underutilisation of lower-value “trash
fish” species. Combined with fluctuating market exchange rates, increases in fuel
prices and changes in food prices, the state of the global fishery economy appears
to be negatively impacting the global natural capital (FAO 2007c; The World Bank
2009).
Global marine fish catches have been documented to be stagnant over the last
decade, while natural fish capital (termed ‘the wealth of the oceans’) has declined.
An economically healthy fishery balances the needs of marine ecosystems with
human requirements, taking into account both natural and human capital. This
requires reform within current fishery management paradigms including placing
focus on maximising net benefits, such as social and economic yield, rather than
focusing purely on biological management strategies (The World Bank 2009).

THe eFFeCTS oF
inCreASinG Fuel And
Food priCeS on THe
FiSHinG SeCTor

FACT:
Increasing fuel prices:

• Reduce fishing effort as a result of higher costs
• Reduce fish supply and drive fish prices higher
• Change fishing patterns to less fuel-intensive modes
• Result in higher fuel subsidies
Increasing food prices:

• Increase fish prices to more than compensate for higher harvest costs
• Redirect forage fisheries (fish meal) catches to higher-value human food products
• Stimulate increased fishing effort
Reproduced from: The World Bank. 2009. The sunken billions: the economic
justification for fisheries reform.
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Due to their size and diversity, most marine resources
are held in public trust by nations for the use of all.
However, because of this lack of individual ownership,
users of the resource are incentivised to overexploit these
resources in what is known as a ‘race to the bottom’.
Ultimately while this may benefit individual users over
the short term, in the long run this comes at a cost
to all and the increasing degradation of our marine
ecosystems.

© cLAUDIo VeLASQUeZ/homeBReW FILmS

TrAGedy oF THe
CoMMonS

SeAFood MArkeTS

30%

oF GloBAl FiSH
produCTion
CurrenTly FlowS
inTo inTernATionAl
TrAde, MAkinG iT one
oF THe MoST TrAded
AGriCulTurAl produCTS

GloBAl FiSH MArkeTS

Increasing globalisation has led to increased trade
in fish and fish products. Over 30% of global fish
production currently flows into international trade,
making it one of the most traded agricultural products. In 2008, global trade in
fish and fish products was valued at over US$100 billion with developing countries
contributing 80% of world fisheries production. Although the amount of fish
consumed varies significantly by region and country, the average consumption per
person is 17.1 kg per annum (FAO 2010).

SouTH AFriCAn SeAFood: eXporTS And iMporTS
Trade of fishery products is of integral importance to government revenues, income
and employment generation in South Africa. Fish trade is governed by complex
multilateral and bilateral trade agreements, and negotiations at the national,
regional and international levels determine the amounts of fish imported and
exported in the country. Following the change of government in 1994, South
Africa’s market opened substantially with the lifting of international sanctions. In
2009 South Africa exported US$75,547,408 of fish and fishery products worldwide.
Imports of fish and fishery products into South Africa for 2009 were valued at US$
69,932,024 (TRAFFIC 2010).

FiSH MArkeTS in SouTH AFriCA
Fish and seafood market trends in South Africa are largely influenced by market
price, species availability, and ease of accessibility for consumers. Increasingly,
market trends are influenced by consumer awareness programmes like the WWF’s
Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative (SASSI), and eco-labels like the
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC).

eCo-lABellinG And ConSuMer AwAreneSS CAMpAiGnS
Traditionally used to inform consumers about the sustainability of terrestrial
products, eco-labels are now utilised as a market-based conservation mechanism
which seeks to reward positive conservation behaviour by setting environmental
assessment and manufactured goods production standards. The world’s largest and
most recognised marine wild capture fishery eco-label, the Marine Stewardship
Council (MSC), assesses the various fishing industries with regard to the
sustainability and environmental impacts of the fishery. Alternatively, consumer
awareness programmes such as the WWF Southern African Sustainable Seafood
Initiative (WWF SASSI) serve to educate buyers, consumers and the general public
about the sustainability of seafood products, enabling them to make educated
choices when buying seafood.
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FACT: THe iMporTAnCe oF diverSiFiCATion in THe SouTH AFriCAn
SeAFood induSTry
Diversification in the South African seafood industry refers to the broadening of
the market and access to new markets. Eco-labels are one way to enter new markets
or create niche markets which are more likely to withstand economic changes. An
example which illustrates this is the difference between the MSC hake trawl fishery
which withstood the recent global economic crises versus the hake long line industry
which was largely tied up for the past year due to a collapse in their primary market
in Spain with little alternative.

Increasing consumer and retailer awareness of environmental and sustainability
issues has resulted in increased demand for environmentally friendly and
sustainable seafood products. Recognising that this growing market represents
a very powerful force in shaping what happens out at sea, a number of global
conservation initiatives have been developed to harness the power of the market and
incentivise responsible fisheries and suppliers.

10 MoST

requeSTed SeAFood
SpeCieS on FiSHMS
kinGklip, HAke,
TunA, Sole, dorAdo,
yellowTAil, SAlMon,
Silver koB, prAwnS, And
kABeljou (koB)

By providing retailers, restaurants and consumers with information about the
sustainability of their seafood choices, sustainable seafood initiatives have
empowered consumers to make ocean-friendly choices. The last decade has already
seen a steady increase in the development of global eco-labelling organisations such
as the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) and, more recently, the Aquaculture
Stewardship Council (ASC). Unlike sustainable seafood initiatives - which provide
broad information for all seafood species on the market - eco-labels provide
consumers with the assurance of sustainability by certifying that the fisheries have
met the organisation’s standard for a sustainable seafood product. Internationally,
several large chain stores have committed to selling 100% sustainable seafood in the
coming years, including Walmart and Marks & Spencers.
In South Africa, consumers and retailers are increasingly making use of the
information provided by WWF’s Southern African Sustainable Seafood Initiative
(WWF SASSI) to preferentially procure more sustainable seafood options. At the
same time, there has also been an increase in eco-labelled MSC products on the
South African market and more consumers are looking for the blue eco-label on
their seafood products. Many of South Africa’s leading retailers and suppliers are
committed to working with SASSI to improve the sustainability of their seafood
operations. National restaurant chains are also partners on this programme and are
committed to helping consumers make ocean-friendly choices.
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Good practice

The difference between MSC and WWF SASSI

The MSC is a global programme which assesses the sustainability of wild capture
fisheries. Working together with fisheries and other stakeholders, the MSC
develops standards against which fisheries can be certified by an independent
certification body for sustainable fishing and seafood traceability. South Africa’s
offshore hake trawl fishery is the only MSC-certified fishery in Africa.
SASSI is a programme initiated by WWF South Africa to inform and educate
all participants in the seafood trade, from seafood lovers to seafood wholesalers
and restaurateurs; it is not an eco-label. SASSI has three primary objectives:
• promoting voluntary compliance with the law through education and
awareness;
• shifting consumer demand away from over-exploited species to more
sustainable options; and
• creating awareness around marine conservation issues.

FishMS

AllowS ConSuMerS
To MAke on-THe-SpoT
CHoiCeS ABouT THe
SeAFood THey purCHASe
wiTH juST one SMS To
079 499 8795

Consumers can make use of the SASSI Consumer Seafood Pocket Guide,
website, mobi site or the FishMS service.
About the list

The SASSI guide lists seafood in an easily readable format according to
sustainability. Green-listed species are the most sustainable, with the healthiest
and most well-managed populations. Orange-listed species are species of
concern, which are rare as a result of overfishing or fisheries that cause severe
environmental damage. Red-listed species are either unsustainable or illegal to
buy or sell in South Africa.
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LoweBull 11792/e

ONLY A
PORTION
OF THE
CATCH IN
LONG LINE
TUNA
FISHING IS
TUNA

MOST COMMERCIAL
FISHING GEAR IS
NOT COMPLETELY
SELECTIVE. AS A
RESULT MANY
ENDANGERED SEA
ANIMALS ARE ALSO
CAPTURED.
TO ENSURE THE FISH
YOU BUY IS CAUGHT
IN A WAY THAT IS
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY, TEXT OUR
FISHMS NUMBER
(079 499 8795) WITH
THE TYPE OF FISH
AND YOU’LL RECEIVE
AN SMS BACK AS TO
WHETHER IT’S IN THE
RED, ORANGE OR
GREEN CATEGORY.

FOR THE LOVE OF
OUR OCEANS

Join
wwf.org.za/sassi
to ensure a
sustainable
future for our
sealife.

SoCiAl
ConSiderATionS

linkS BeTween Food SeCuriTy
And FiSHerieS
The concept of food security is a complex issue linked
not only to food availability, but also to human health,
sustainable economic development, environment and

trade. The World Food Summit of 1996 defined food security as:
According to the World
Health Organisation (2011),
food security is built on
three pillars:

“…when all people at all times have access to sufficient, safe, nutritious food to
maintain a healthy and active life.”
Around the world, fisheries are vital for ensuring the food security of billions of

1

Food
AvAilABiliTy:

SuFFiCienT quAnTiTieS oF
Food Are AvAilABle on A
ConSiSTenT BASiS

people, with fish and fish products constituting the primary source of animal protein
in the diets of individuals in developed and developing nations. Additionally, the
fishing industry plays a key role in ensuring food security by providing direct and
indirect employment for approximately 200 million people worldwide. However,
when assessing the overall impacts of fisheries on food security, it is essential that
impacts on fish workers and their communities, the general populace and the poor –
who are most vulnerable to malnutrition – be taken into consideration (FAO 2003).

2

The rich biodiversity of South Africa’s marine ecosystems attracted fishers and their

Food ACCeSS:

HAvinG SuFFiCienT
reSourCeS To
oBTAin Food For A
nuTriTiouS dieT

families to the shoreline where they developed communities whose cultural values,
customary practices and social dynamics are – to this day - intricately linked to
the ocean. Some fishing communities in the country are able to trace their fishing
roots to 100 000 years ago when traditional fishing gear was used to harvest marine
resources for basic sustenance and the maintenance of livelihoods (Sunde et al
2010). Currently, South Africa has around 147 fishing communities, 28 338 fisher
households and about 29 233 people are considered true subsistence fishers (DAFF

3

Sector GDP Draft 2010). Although the 1996 South African Constitution includes

Food uSe:

AppropriATe uSe BASed
on knowledGe oF BASiC
nuTriTion And CAre, AS
well AS AdequATe wATer
And SAniTATion

access to food as a basic human right, it is estimated that 53% of traditional fishing
community’s countrywide are still classified as food insecure. South Africa features
as one of the top 20 countries with the highest burden of undernutrition (Altman
et al 2009). Thus, the health of South Africa’s fishing communities is inextricably
linked to the health of the adjacent fisheries resources and raises the importance of
the sustainable and responsible management of these resources to ensure job and
food security for these communities.
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Good practice

South Africa’s Fisheries Management Mission Statement

According to the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) the
natural resources of South Africa will be managed according to the following
Mission Statement:
A leading dynamic, united, prosperous and people centred sector. This vision
will be achieved through developing and sustaining a sector that contributes
and embraces: economic growth and development, job creation, rural
development, sustainable use of natural resources, maintenance of biodiversity
and ecosystems, sustainable livelihoods, food security.
Source: DAFF GDP Sector Draft. 2010.

joB SeCuriTy verSuS joB CreATion
In 1996, it was estimated that globally 30 million people were deriving an income
from fisheries, with 95% of these coming from developing countries. Ten years
later (2006), this had increased to 43.5 million people employed part- or full-time
in the primary production of fish in both wild capture fisheries and aquaculture
(FAO 2010). In 2008 the commercial fishing industry in South Africa employed
approximately 27 000 people directly, while 100 000 people were employed in
fishery-related enterprises (DAFF GDP Sector Draft 2010).

THe SouTH
AFriCAn
GovernMenT

CurrenTly reGArdS THe
FiSHinG induSTry AS A
SeCTor For eMployMenT
eXpAnSion wiTHin THe
CounTry

The South African government currently regards the fishing industry as a sector
for employment expansion within the country. Given the state of many of South
Africa’s fisheries resources, in particular those found inshore, it is unlikely that job
creation can take place in the short-term without progressive rebuilding strategies.
The immediate goal of fisheries management should be on job security with job
creation being a longer-term vision. It is now widely accepted that the financial
capital (or income) of a fisher – and a fishing community – cannot be achieved
through increasing catches alone due to the state of the global marine fisheries. To
circumvent the negative effects of over-fishing and habitat destruction, the need
for livelihood options outside of the fishing sector will ensure the quality, diversity
and availability of fisheries resources for present and future generations (Sunde and
Raemaekers 2010). There is the opportunity to increase the value of the products
from fishing through increased quality control and value adding. There are also
many sustainable alternatives to fishing which are yet to be properly explored in
South Africa. Marine ecotourism ventures and MPAs are increasingly considered
viable livelihood alternatives for many fishing communities.
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overview oF eMployMenT And inCoMe
Role of the fishing industry to meet the national objective of poverty
alleviation

Prior to 1994 the South African fishing industry was predominantly run by whiteowned companies. Since the end of the apartheid era, legislation and policy have
been aimed at transforming the growing commercial fishing sector to ensure
previously disadvantaged communities have equitable access to fishing rights.
DAFF is in the final stages of developing a Small-scale Fisheries policy to address
these issues.

FACT
• ZAR4.4 billion of fish were landed in 2009. This is equivalent to 583 000 tonnes
of fish.
• The annual revenue from commercial fisheries exports from South Africa was
estimated at ZAR3.1 billion in 2008.
• Commercial fisheries contribute about 0.5% of South Africa’s GDP.

0.5%

oF SouTH AFriCA’S
Gdp CoMeS FroM
CoMMerCiAl FiSHerieS
Good practice

• In the Western Cape the fishing industry contributes 0.2% to the Gross Geographic
Profit (GGP).
• In the impoverished Eastern Cape region, the squid fishery generates
ZAR500 million in foreign revenue per annum, making it one of the country’s
most valuable fisheries.
• South Africa’s commercial fishing industry employs approximately 43 458 people,
including seasonal and permanent employment
Source: DAFF GDP Sector Draft 2010. Feike. 2010.

Ecotourism as an alternative source of Income

In Japan, the North Atlantic, Peru and Norway, dolphin drivers use small boats
to herd thousands of dolphins, porpoises and small whales close to a shore or
enclosed bay. The fishermen kill the trapped dolphins and sell their meat - often
fraudulently - as minke, sei or Bryde’s whale meat. In 1999 video footage taken
by videographer Hardy Jones of a pod of 70 dolphins being slaughtered in Japan
caused public protest worldwide. Tougher regulations were placed on fishermen
and the industry became less profitable.

43 458 people

eMployed By SouTH
AFriCA’S CoMMerCiAl
FiSHinG induSTry

After 30 years of dolphin driving, Japanese fisherman Izumi Ishii had a change
of heart. Ishii, a third generation dolphin fisherman, realised that dolphin
driving is not only inhumane but unsustainable. Mr Ishii now operates a boatbased dolphin watching programme, business is booming and Ishii san is an
outstanding example of means of utilising marine resources in a sustainable
manner.
(Source: Humane Society International. 2011).
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Many of our marine ecosystems and species experience
pressure from overexploitation, illegal poaching and
pollution. Fortunately, there are efforts underway which
aim to expand the area under protection in order to
allow this resource base to recover.
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THinkinG AHeAd
For A Blue
plAneT

ConCluSion

Since the earliest recorded history,
humankind has been dependent on
the world’s oceans for the provision
of food, employment and valuable
trade commodities, as well as to meet recreational,
cultural and spiritual needs.

Once regarded as an inexhaustible source of fish and seafood, it is now recognised
that the oceans are undergoing dramatic ecological changes primarily due to human
actions. Following recent trends of overexploitation, global fisheries are at risk of
biological and economic collapse with largely unknown long-term consequences
for the health of our planet. Around the world, however, fishers, conservationists,
scientists and managers are taking action to mitigate previous unsustainable
practices, ensuring the health of our oceans for generations to come. It is through a
combination of approaches that the vision of rebuilding fish stocks, conservation of
natural resources and sustainable use of marine resources will be realised, in turn
bringing together science, management and society.

The report was researched and written by Meaghen McCord and Tamzyn Zweig from
the South African Shark Conservancy.
Fish images by Elaine Heemstra © SAIAB
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SeABirdS

Of South Africa’s
key commercial
fish resources are
overexploited.

Seabird mortality
in the local longline
fisheries has dropped
by 85% due to a
change in fishing
practices over the
last decade.

no FiSHinG
11% of our coastline is
protected by no-take MPAs.

joBS
South Africa’s
commercial fisheries
employ some 43 460
people.
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